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From the Editor
This month there are articles about the inspiring
November virtual theatre show (including an original
poem by one of the participants!), the informative
financial literacy series held in the fall and three fun
outdoor programs that took place in October and
November. There are also updates on the wonderful
Build-A Blanket program and our indispensable
volunteer programs. And don’t miss the exciting
news about the Seniors Programs and Services
Team on page 3.
Stay safe, active and connected
Pat

Winter 2022

The District of Muskoka’s Seniors Programs and Services Team helps
support health and well-being, socialization, and community engagement
for seniors in Muskoka. Our goal is to connect seniors, families, and
caregivers to information, services, programs, and initiatives in Muskoka.

We want to hear from you!

Contact Us
Seniors Programs and Services
District of Muskoka
70 Pine Street, Bracebridge, ON P1L 1N3
Tel: 705-645-2100 ext. 4199
Fax: (705) 645-4272
www.muskoka.on.ca/seniorsprograms
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Meet the Team!
Seniors Programs and Services would like to welcome Thomas as the Seniors Wellness
Outreach Coordinator position.
Thomas is a registered social service worker with a strong
background in recreation programming and applied
research. He is a graduate of the Social Service Worker Gerontology diploma program at Sheridan College and
has worked extensively with the Sheridan Centre for Elder
Research and Ryerson University’s Centre for Immigration
and Settlement. He also has considerable experience
coordinating comprehensive recreation programs for
seniors in retirement settings.
Thomas has contributed to several research projects in the field of newcomer settlement as
well as areas of practical concern and immediate relevance to older adults and their
families. He is passionate about developing innovative approaches to program and service
delivery, with an emphasis on supporting older adults who may be experiencing, or are at
risk of experiencing, social isolation and/or loneliness. When he isn’t working, Thomas
enjoys spending time with family and hiking with his dog.
We are happy to have Thomas join our team and The District!

Visit the What We Do - Meet the Team page on our website and learn about our staff.
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Stageless in Muskoka
In November, Amazing Grays Theatre presented a collection of short plays and
sketches written by Robin Clipsham from Muskoka. This virtual production was put
on by participants in our WISE Virtual Theatre Program. The plays focused on real
issues and experiences, such as wacky weddings, taking away Dad’s keys, and
even the pandemic predicament. One of the participants, Wilda L, had this to say:
“Wow! What a wonderfully fun experience – a drama production via
Zoom. Who would have thought when over 60 years ago I moved in
next door to Robin and watched her grow up. She went on to become
a very successful drama teacher and all these years later I would
partake in one of her productions. Of the 12 participants I knew only 1
previously but that soon changed. Now that the plays are over, all 12
of us are keeping in touch via e-mails.
The District Senior Programs and Services has been a bright spot in
my day and certainly a reason to get up in the morning. This was, I’m
sure a challenging program for the District Committee but from my
view it was well worth the effort.”
Wilda also wrote a wonderful creative poem about her experience.
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“Stageless in Muskoka” by Wilda L.
Amazing Grays Theatre presents, “Stageless in Muskoka”,
Sit back get comfy, grab a snack and a mocha.
GENERATIONS tells of a first time bride, older she may be
With “big day” plans in place for all her guests to see.
Her parents don’t approve, want a minister and a church,
Just hope her intended doesn’t leave her in the lurch.
Next is OASIS where a library sets the scene.
A volunteer and her daughter discuss her where abouts and where she’s been.
On her own now she chooses friends with similar taste
Trying art and yoga - no time to waste.
Then we have four ladies doing what women do best –
Why talking on the telephone with energetic zest
Of family, life style, loneliness, the work world and such.
One thing in common is they love their families very much.
WHO DYE’D is short fast-paced comedy at its best,
Following the conversation is in itself a true test.
Daughters can be wonderful until they interfere
With your life and independence which KEYS TO LIFE makes clear.
Grand daughter’s car-crumble gets him off the hook
For now at least, then they’ll take another look.
LIFE LINE takes place during lockdown in the LT Care Home.
After a year of separation, can only talk on the phone.
Their conversation covers news of family and friends,
But sadly their life line drops and so their contact ends.
In CHANGING HER MIND which is a woman’s choice you see,
This time for a new brain, tricky for even me.
In SISTERS we find out how opposite siblings sometimes are.
One has it all – money, lofty interests while the other a buffet bar.
Monologues reveal a lot about a person when they tell their touching tale,
How losing a child can make you fall right off the rail.
Changing life styles and relocating isn’t always the right choice.
In GRACE AND GLORIE she explains in her very emotional voice.
While sipping wine at the retirement home a widow and her friends
Witness reincarnation when the dog speaks out to make simple amends.
He’s scratching and he’s howling while talking loud and clear.
The women are astonished as to what they’re about to hear.
Thanks to Robin for her time and giving each a personal cheer,
And to Katelynn pushing buttons to make us all appear.
Summing up, the Oskar goes to all the actors who took part.
From the comments, everyone gave with all their heart.
Seniors Programs Information Line 705-645-2100 ext. 4199
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Smart Cents - Financial Literacy Series for
Older Adults
“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest” – Benjamin Franklin
Your retirement years are supposed to be a time when your hard-earned working
dollars begin working for you, however transitioning financially into your golden
years can bring about some unexpected changes that have significant financial
impacts to your bottom line. Last fall, WISE Mobile Active Living Centre launched
an online financial literacy series for older adults in Muskoka that delved deep into
the many life changes that occur after 60 and how these changes may influence
financial security.
Smart Cents began on October 26 th with a wonderful introduction delivered by the
Canadian Foundation for Economic Education (CFEE). The CFEE provided a
comprehensive overview of all things financial as it pertains to seniors; various
sources of retirement income, life changes/transitions, death of a spouse etc. Their
introduction provided the framework for our subsequent programs where we looked
more closely at topics like government benefits, credit, investing and banking, living
transitions and estate planning. The balance of this series was delivered during the
month of November, when Canada celebrates Financial Literacy Month.
Participants even engaged in a roundtable talk on how they save as seniors,
whether that be through utilizing senior’s discounts or sharing local resources.
The series could not have been possible without the wonderful representatives from
local businesses and organizations willing to share their know-how with the group.
Local realtor Gerry Lantaigne of Sutton Group Realty Inc. based out of Huntsville
talked about the current state of the real estate market, what to consider when
selling your home and downsizing and the hot topic of capital gains tax. Kim Gibbs
from The Pines Long-Term Care Home shared with us some considerations to keep
in mind when transitioning to long-term care. Scott McDonald from the National
Bank in Gravenhurst discussed investment portfolios and certain banking plans
designed for seniors, and Brian Pregler, B.Comm., M.B.A., L.L.B, Barrister &
Solicitor with Valerie J. Tingey Professional Corporation of Gravenhurst provided us
with an excellent overview of estate planning.
For anyone who missed out on this great series last fall and wants a little more
information about all things financial for seniors, please join us online with the
CFEE on Wednesday, March 23 rd from 7:00 to 8:30 pm for a comprehensive
webinar.
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Fun in the Pumpkin Patch
By Jennifer Howard:
On Friday October 29th, 15 brave seniors gathered at Chappell Farms just north of
Barrie for a wonderful couple of hours, led by our awesome leaders, Katelynn,
Jennifer & Krysia, who once again gave us all an amazing outing. We got to visit
some adorable farm animals, sheep, ducks, goats, a beautiful 3 1/2 month old calf
who I got a close up and personal photo of as she stuck her nose in my camera
lens. She enjoyed the neck rub I gave her as I clearly hit that special spot, she
almost purred.
We then all met at 11:30 behind the barn for a fun tractorpulled wagon ride around the corn fields, where the
haunted Halloween scenes surprised us along the way
hidden amongst the corn stalks. Skeletons dressed as
witches, farmers, some in wheelchairs and another was a
tropical scene to make us feel warm on this chilly breezy
day. Somebody was creative and did an amazing job of
setting all that up. The sun did not appear but blue
patches in the cloudy sky poked out once in a while. It
was a great day. The good thing was it didn’t rain or
Lynda and Roger I. ready for the
snow. That we all were very thankful for.
tractor ride through the fields.
After our ride it was lunch time. Our lunch was from Mariposa market in Orillia.
Paired with a hot drink of your choice. Much appreciated and needed. The lunch
was incredible.
After lunch those of us who stayed were given the
opportunity to go play in the pumpkin patch. We
grabbed a wheelbarrow and off we went to search
for that perfect pumpkin, big, little and in between.
Some had faces and some had handles, and
some were so tiny and cute. It was hard to pick
just one. It was a fun packed couple of hours. Our
leaders work very hard putting these great fun
filled outings together for the seniors group. And
after 2 years of virtual these have been well
accepted. So, a huge THANK YOU from all of us
Anne L. picking the perfect pumpkin
for that. Now as winter is closing in on us, we are
going back to virtual. But with the imagination of
our leaders, planning, great speakers and fun activities, guaranteed, we will not be
disappointed.
Seniors Programs Information Line 705-645-2100 ext. 4199
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HAPPY Day
HAPPY Day or Healthy Aging Programs and Promotions for You Day has been a
staple here with Seniors Programs and Services for a number of years.
Traditionally held twice a year to coincide with Senior’s Month in June and National
Senior’s Day in October, HAPPY Days have brought local resources and a day of
fun to a number of communities across Muskoka.
Like many of our programs, HAPPY Day took a shift in the way in which it was
delivered in the community. We could no longer use local community halls to have
mass gatherings. In 2020 and early 2021, we transitioned the program to online
over Zoom. While these online offerings were well received, we knew that older
adults in the community were in need of some in-person programs. This need was
particularly felt in many of the senior housing buildings throughout Muskoka. We
took the model of HAPPY Day and transitioned it to an outdoor walk-through setting
making use of the beautiful Rotary gardens next to McVittie Place in Bracebridge.
Residents of McVittie Place began their outdoor healthy living tour at the back of
their building. Upon checking in with our staff they made their way to visit Angee
Pell from Woodfield Sky River Farm and her team of therapeutic Nigerian dwarf
goats for some animal therapy. Participants then toured various booths along the
way: VON Smart Program, the team of dental hygiene
students from Georgian College, Hear Well Be Well,
Muskoka Paramedics Services, Bracebridge Centre for
Active Living, Alzheimer Society of Muskoka and of
course the WISE Mobile Active Living Centre. A big
shout out to all of the vendors (and volunteers) who
attended this outdoor event as the weather on Friday
November 5 th was starting to feel a bit chilly.
Those walking through played a round of walk-through
BINGO, getting their invitation cards stamped by every
Peggy at the Muskoka
vendor for a chance at some wonderful prizes. We
Paramedics Services booth
were also very lucky to have local musician Michael
Phillips on guitar providing us with some wonderful tunes. To cap off the
experience, participants got to take home their choice of Hearty Chicken Noodle or
Vegan Minestrone catered by local eatery Fine Thymes in Bracebridge.
While it may not have looked the way it used to, this HAPPY Day event will go
down in our books as a success. Thank you to all those who participated and we
hope to be able to run another in-person HAPPY Day event in the spring - maybe in
a community near you.
Seniors Programs Information Line 705-645-2100 ext. 4199
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Group Nature Walks
Studies consistently show that hiking can lower your risk of heart disease, improve
your blood pressure level, stabilize your blood sugar level, and boost bone density.
Not to mention the added benefit of improving overall sense of well-being while
enjoying the outdoors in all the beauty that Muskoka has to offer. These are among
the many reasons Seniors Programs and Services took to the trails this past fall for
two fabulous nature walks.
On the morning of Tuesday, November 16, staff met up
with local seniors at Skeleton Lake Fish Hatchery Trail
in Utterson. While the hike itself isn’t a long one, the
view of spectacular waterfalls is enough to make you
breathe easier at the serenity of the space. Information
plaques dotted the trail for participants to have a pause
and learn about the local ecosystem or the history of the
site. The group enjoyed the company of others while
getting in some great cardiovascular activity.
On November 23 we started to get a little nervous about
the snow dusting the ground on our second walk at the
Chamberlain Trail in Gravenhurst. Would participants
Nellie takes in the scenic
brave the impending winter conditions and walk the
falls along the trail
trails? Well, we certainly weren’t disappointed. We had a
dedicated group who turned up even with some of the dreaded white stuff on the
ground. The group completed the full loop of the Chamberlain trail which extends
from the Chamberlain lumber yard to Brydon’s Bay Road to form a 4.2 km loop that
treks through forested areas, rocky outlooks and through residential
neighbourhoods.
While our ability to hike some of these trails
safely has certainly diminished with the
current winter conditions, Seniors Programs
and Services is proud to be offering our
Seniors That Snowshoe program this winter
for those with a desire to get out in nature.
Look for more details on this exciting
snowshoeing program in our Activity Guide.
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Community Project
Our participants nailed it or should I say knitted it again!
The Build a Blanket program was created for participants that had a particular
skillset, were isolated and in need of activities during a difficult time. Some
individuals simply wanted to give back to their community. This at home program
was a great way to use up extra scraps of yarn or to try out a new stitch.
Participants knitted or crocheted squares and then a few volunteers used the
squares to build blankets for organizations across Muskoka. The program
encouraged all skill levels and was very inclusive given the variety of patterns and
materials which were made available.
Knitting and crocheting promote finger and wrist movement including fine motor
skills which can improve mobility and dexterity as we age. Working on something
you enjoy and can feel proud of is a great benefit for one’s mental and emotional
health. It maintains and increases cognitive ability as you keep the brain active
working through patterns using mathematical skills and problem solving. Change
and challenges have been inevitable through the pandemic and this program was
an accessible tool that allowed participants to focus on something positive and to
contribute to a group as a whole. A few individuals started to knit scarves as their
skill level and confidence developed.
Here is a special story from this program. It is very close to my heart and I think
you will see why soon. Our programs began to go virtual in March 2020 and I was
happy to connect with Barbara through our Telephone Reassurance Program.
Barbara was interested in keeping busy at home through our Build a Blanket
program but didn’t feel confident picking up her needles again. Barbara had
previously knit bears for a community church to donate to third world countries.
Unfortunately, she began to experience pain in her hands, and was unable to
continue her passion. The boxes of yarn, polyfill and supplies were kicked under
the bed or packed in boxes and placed in the back of the closet.
With the Build a Blanket program, Barbara would be able to begin with a simple
stitch and create squares with simple patterns and designs so she decided to dust
off her supplies. She gave it a go and wouldn’t you know it, she was knitting in no
time. Barbara donated multiple squares and continued to practice and improve her
skill level over the course of the pandemic. In my last visit with Barbara, she
showed me something special, the teddy bears. Barbara goes to show us all that
aging doesn’t define us and with a little dedication and perseverance we can thrive.

Seniors Programs Information Line 705-645-2100 ext. 4199
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Our dedicated participants are making a true difference for themselves, their
communities and region of Muskoka. Seniors Programs was thrilled to make
another donation of blankets and scarves to Muskoka Paramedics to distribute to
individuals of region.

You might be unable to see but
there was nothing but smiling
faces as WISE Mobile Active
Living Centre made a donation to
the Muskoka Paramedics to
distribute across individuals and
communities.
Photo (left to right):
Jeff McWilliam, Jenna Gillan,
Chris Tasca, Darcy Medland

Volunteer Training
Seniors Programs was fortunate to have Jackie Saule from the North Simcoe
Muskoka Specialized Geriatric Services Program and Shawna Torkoff from the
Alzheimer Society of Muskoka facilitate “Compassion Fatigue and Burnout” for our
volunteers on January 14, 2022. We were excited to extend this volunteer training
session to a few community organizations as a pilot collaborative training model to
reach more volunteers in Muskoka. During the session, we were able to define
terms and complete self-assessments to gauge our own personal knowledge and
work/life balance. We discussed setting boundaries and individuals’ limits while
learning the art of saying no for our personal, physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.
Thank you to all of the volunteers across the region who were able to take part and
interact at this virtual event. At Seniors Programs, we believe in continuing
education to meet the needs and wants of our volunteers so they thrive in their
roles and daily living. If you have an idea for future training opportunities or
sessions, please contact our Information Line at 705-645-2100 ext. 4199. We enjoy
hearing your ideas and feedback regarding our Volunteer Program.
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Volunteer Appreciation
Our volunteers play such an important role in our social and recreational programs.
Seniors Programs could not offer specialized programs such as: Pen Pal, Friendly
Caller or Peer Support Committee (that send personalized birthday cards) without
the dedication and passion of our volunteers. We are also thankful for our
Links2Wellbeing Volunteer Link Ambassadors who continue to help isolated seniors
connect to programs and resources in their community.
To show our volunteers how much we value their contributions to our programs,
participants, and communities, we delivered self-care baskets to each volunteer in
2021. We wanted to support a locally owned business through this initiative and
were lucky to find wonderful Muskoka made products, such as Soapstones. We
arranged to create individual and personalized self-care gift bags to make our
volunteers feel relaxed and take a much-deserved break to focus on their needs.
The baskets contained a hand and body lotion, olive oil hand soap, lip
chap/moisturizer, and a happy feet foot butter. We made delivery arrangements
through our staff to ensure each volunteer felt pampered.
Seniors Programs wants to acknowledge our volunteers and their continued efforts
to keep our older adults connected and engaged. If you are interested in becoming
a Volunteer or have suggestions for future events, please reach out our Information
Line at 705-645-2100 ext. 4199.
“Thank you very much to you and your team for such a generous and
lovely gift from Soapstones, one of my favourite local companies. Their
products are top notch and much appreciated.” Pamela B.
“Thank you so much for the lovely gift, it sure was appreciated.” Jane W.
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From www.brainzilla.com
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